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ABSTRACT

Adaptation towards digitalization in pharmaceuticals leads to the utilization and development of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Significantly it is reducing human workload with the help of an algorithm. Already AI is acting as a key in clinical trial, health care, quality management, manufacturing, product development, and management. Top pharmaceutical companies have adopted AI in different applications within the pharma sector. Different AI models like Machine learning, Artificial Neural Network, Deep Learning, robotics, and Natural Language Processing are being used in pharmaceuticals and healthcare systems. The Worldwide AI market is growing remarkably with a compound annual growth rate of 49.6% and is expected to reach $18,119 million by 2025. So, for better regulation, concerning safety, privacy regulatory strategy is heading towards a better framework. Different regulatory authorities like China, Europe, and United States (US) have adopted AI for economic and policy aspects. Emerging countries are using these tools for administrative work. US has begun implementing frameworks for AI adaptation, research, and development. The AI policy strategy started in 2016 with a series of workshops conducted under the Obama administration. Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has also published draft...
guidance for regulatory oversight of AI and Machine Learning. In 2021 FDA published a draft regulation for software as a medical device. This review article provides a snapshot of AI implementation in pharmaceuticals and healthcare with the regulatory approach in the US.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to digitalization, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is presently exceptionally famous in various sectors mainly in pharmaceuticals [1]. Because of the same, the challenge for collecting and applying information to manage complicated clinical problems is inherent. Enormous data processing through automation empowers the utilization of AI and also diminishes Human Intelligence without influencing manpower [1]. AI is increasing potentially for achieving social, economic and political benefits. In recent years AI patent application is expanded in quantity in nation like US, Europe, South Korea etc [2]. In 2017, the worldwide AI in pharmaceuticals market was worth $719 million, and it is expected to grow to $18,119 million by 2025 with a 49.6% Compound Annual Growth Rate. Welltok, Intel, Nvidia, Google, Microsoft, and InSilico Medicine are the market leading operators [3]. Considering broad use of AI, the US has begun crafting regulations in terms of safety, efficiency, liabilities, data protection and security [4]. The main objective of the study is to exhibit the distinctive utilization of AI in both the pharmaceutical and healthcare sectors by discussing the under fostering regulation identified with AI in the US. In first section we will discuss the broad application of AI in pharmaceuticals and Healthcare and in second section we will give an insight of regulation in USA.

Coming to the classification, AI is divided as pointed in Fig. 1. Machine Learning (ML), as a component of AI, performs tasks with the help of an algorithm [5]. Also, Natural Language Processing (NLP) and ROBOTICS are additionally mainstream in the healthcare framework [1]. Supervised and Unsupervised ML fall into the general categorization of ML algorithm, and some cases a hybrid technique among Supervised and Unsupervised generally refers [6]. Linear Regression, LightBGM, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Random Forests (RF), and ANNs (Artificial Neural Networks) are instances of Supervised ML models [7]. Hidden Markov model, Gaussian Mixture, and K-nearest neighbour (KNN) are few examples of Unsupervised methodologies [7,8]. ANN, KNN, SVM, Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), Linear Regression LightBGM are common ML methodology in pharmaceuticals. ANNs is the most widely recognized model used in numerous applications such as drug research, design, development, etc and also it consists of processing elements and coefficients. Deep Learning (DL), a recent advance, is becoming another popular method of ML [7].

![Fig. 1. Classification of artificial intelligence](image-url)
1.1 Application of AI in Various Area of Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare

AI is to be a focal part in the progression of pharmaceuticals and healthcare in the future since it could assist in drug discovery, drug development, reasonable treatment choices for patients including modified treatments, taking care of clinical information, maintaining quality, marketization of product and in clinical research [1].

1.1.1 Regulatory affairs

Recently, regulatory agencies have begun to receive and accept silicon evidence on safety and efficacy to grant product marketing authorization. The FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) issued the first advice on “Reporting of Computational Modelling Studies in Medical Device Submissions” in 2016, followed by the release of technical standard “Assessing Credibility of Computational Modelling through Verification and Validation: Application to Medical Devices” in 2018 by “The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)” [9]. Official articulations from the United States (USA), the European Union (EU), and China highlight AI and advanced mechanics as strategies for economical and policy perspectives [10]. New technologies such as NLPs are being utilized for data extraction for Summary of product characteristics and Chemistry Manufacturing and Control documentation review. Robotic process automation and machine learning simplify administrative tasks such as review processes [11]. HURRA (The Human Use Regulatory affairs Advisor) is an information base intended to redo the learning source and information correspondence [12]. Pharma and Biotechnology firms are progressively utilizing ML for pharmacovigilance (PV), including the reporting of adverse events. Some organizations, such as Eli Lilly, Merck and Co, Pfizer, Gentech, and Johnson & Johnson, have adopted AI in regulatory operations and drug supervision [13]. FDA OEIO (Office of Enforcement and Import operations) is utilizing AI for risk management and trade flow optimization [14]. Emerging national regulatory agencies are using Facilitated Regulatory Pathways (FRP) to accelerate the administrative method and setting up connections between innovators and National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) [15].
Fig. 3. Various use of AI in Pharmaceutical industry and Healthcare

Fig. 4. Use of AI in Drug Discovery
1.1.2 Drug discovery

AI is utilized in drug discovery to further develop drug formulation, molecular synthesis, drug testing, and drug rehabilitation (Fig. 4) [1]. Since it is a big challenge for full automation in chemistry [16], computer-assisted drug formulation coupled with AI may take out challenge associated with traditional drug availability such as inefficiency, inaccurate delivery of targets, etc [17]. Algorithms like ANN, Deep Neural Network (DNN), and SVM are often employed in pharmaceutical development and formulation. ANN, DNN, SVM have commonly implemented the algorithm in drug Formulation & Development. AI can be used for chemical detection and validation, peptide synthesis, and physical examination. AI system predicts on & off-target and in-vivo safety profile reduces drug development time [18]. Technology and neural network software are being employed. Numerous silico methods are being used for the selection of molecular profiles. Toxicity prediction is getting easier by DeepTOX, PROCTOR, RASAR (Read-across structure–activity relationships) is now being used for cytotoxicity prediction. In advancing natural drug discovery, “SPIDER” is playing as an alternative for chemoproteomics. MICROARRAY, RNA seq. and the HTC (Heat transfer coefficient) process tend to analyse big data that takes up a new era of drug discovery. Treatment terms observed could be done by Genome Wide Association Study (GWAS) database [17]. Chemspider, ChEMBL, PubChem, zinc are important database compounds for compounding and drug testing and design [19]. ‘De novo molecular design’, Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship and Quantitative Structure property Relationship is used to predict the synthesis of new molecule generators and biological and pharmacodynamics activity respectively [20]. KronRLS, SimBoost, DeepDTA, and PADME(Protein And Drug Molecule interaction prediction) are the ML and DL methods used to determine the binding activity and degree of resemblance of drugs with protein [1].

1.1.3 Product development

In production including development stages AI is currently being used in various activities to give technological help and developing product as required [21]. Product development time is becoming shorter due to rising usage of AI tools. These trends and new tools are data-dependent and modify existing product development methods irrevocably [22]. AI integrated in 3D printing is now a key player in product development [23]. The traditional trial and error methodology can be superseded with AI such as Introducing a hybrid method for direct-filling hard piroxycardium gelatin capsules according to the dissolving profile settings, Guo et al merged expert systems (ES) and ANN. The Model Expert System (MES) generates judgments and suggestions based on the input parameters for formulation development [1]. Several mathematical approaches like CFDs (computational Fluid Dynamics), discrete element models, and Finite Elements have been used to analyse the impact flowing property of powder. CFD may also be used to study the shape of tablets in the dissolving profile. Faster manufacturing of pharmaceutical products could be done by AI coupling with mathematical models [1]. COMOS, ANSYS, Solidworks, CREATOnshape tools are commonly being used in the design and analysis process of product development [24]. BatchPlus for recipe development and mass/energy balance calculations, Batches for dynamic simulation of batch processes, and PHASuite for process safety analysis in pilot plant operation is often used in process/product development [25]. Also researcher could use software tool named M3DISEEN designed to accelerate the formulation development process using AI/ML [23].

1.1.4 Manufacturing

The effective formulation of products can be enhanced by artificial intelligence-based method therefore, leads to boost uniformity, and quality [1]. The multidimensional relationships of input variables may be stressed by artificial neural networks (ANN) and linked closely with the design space to produce products within acceptable limits [26]. New advancements in AI, particularly ML, have demonstrated an impressive ability to modify the manufacturing field through state-of-the-art analytical tools to analyse large quantities of production data [27]. In 2008 the International Society of Pharmaceutical Engineering (ISPE) developed the Good Automated Manufacturing Practice (GAMP) guideline to promote automatic control systems deployment in the pharmaceutical sector. It gives robust assistance from the industry to identify and manage the risks associated with computer algorithms in GxP settings and ensures detection, analysis, assessment, and risk management [28].
Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) advantages in improved compliance with Good Manufacturing Practices, production planning, and cost control. The production planning could be enhanced by AI which helps in monitoring and integrating real production process data with the expected marketing strategy [29]. In-process wear prediction systems using ANNs have been developed for efficient milling process. In predicting the average width of flank wear and the maximum depth of crater wear, Chungchoo and Saini designed an FNN (False neural network) [30]. Granulation is enhanced by integrating AI technologies in granulators. Major parameters can be correlated to their response using technology and neuro-fuzzy logic. They created multiple equations to estimate both geometrically identical and unequal granulators for the percent of the granulation fluid to be added, required speed, and diameter of the impeller [1]. Response Surface Method (RSM) and ANNs being used in Quality by Design to enhance product quality [31].

1.1.5 Clinical trial

Despite high expenditure and more time investment, companies are making investments in research of new drugs for the regulatory approvals, but only a few drugs get approval [32]. So, the use of AI accelerate and facilitate the development of new drugs, leading to a cheaper, more efficient process led to the successful conduct of clinical trials [33]. A study showed statistical improvement in decision-making, the quality of the overall decision-making level, patient satisfaction, and functional outcome in an AI-based randomized clinical trial [34]. Individual Case safety report (ICSR) is a document of a particular format to print a specific FDA guidance on the use, bring the NPP (Named Patient Program) information and product-related issues, and consumer reports. AI is used for ICSR data extraction in accordance with the required legislation and also for the decision-making process to separate the variables in adverse event reports (ADRs), classifying and correlating drugs, etc [35]. ML, DL, and NLP could be used to relate the large and diverse data sets, such as the Electronic Health Record (EHR), medical literature, and the testing of databases, to improve the selection of patients before the study, and the automatic and continuous follow-up of patients in the study, thereby enabling better engagement in control and detection of endpoints [32]. In phase 2 of the clinical trials, the study participants activities could be reviewed and externalized to better understand and predict efficiency through AI [36]. IBM Watson is an example of an AI-based system used in healthcare for various use also in clinical trials [37]. As phase IV clinical trial is very beneficial for safety, effectiveness, and post approval assessments also Known as Post-marketing surveillance (PMS) [36] AI can improve patient safety including ADR monitoring [38]. VigiRank, VigiMatch are examples of AI-based databases for PV [35].

1.1.6 Clinical use

In the era of big data and AI, every health institution has established its own database, which is generally supported by computation. The swift adaptation of AI has beneficial in healthcare data mining to produce advanced systems, that automatically diagnose and make a more accurate treatment model [39]. Artificial intelligence (AI) is a technique that lets people forecast health concerns by monitoring their health data via the application and smart devices. Researchers developed LIME by Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to find the numerous health complications, including renal failure, anaemia, and diabetes, heart failure prediction. XAI model-diagnosis tools such as Anchors and Shapley values have been designed and employed in Medicare [40]. AI could be essential to supporting diagnostic, therapeutic, and surgical intervention [41]. It is used to highlight how typical clinical problems could be resolved and describe progression in different categories of tumors (lung, brain, breast, and prostate). It also vows to make great steps in the subjective translation by clinician specialists on malignancy imaging, including time-long volumetric tumour outline, clinical result forecast, and the effect of illness and therapy on the nearby organ [42]. Primarily ML and NLP, can assist doctors by providing up-to-date health information from journals, textbooks, and clinical practices, ensuring proper treatment and reducing diagnostic and therapeutic errors, as well as collecting useful information from a large patient population to aid in making real-time conclusions for health risk warnings [6]. In almost every medical care framework in the USA, EHRs were executed. The EHR is generally evolved to aid in administrative management, as well as in fundamental clinical treatment [43]. The AI algorithms are being used to interpret chest X-ray images, detect breast cancer screening, analyse CT scans (Computed tomography) of photographs, detect brain tumours, and predict
Alzheimer's disease using positron radiation. AI is valuable in the recognition of a polyp during a colonoscopy, improvement of hereditary conditions, and foetus evaluation in development for baby conception [44].

1.1.7 Quality control and quality assurance

The employment of AI approaches, advanced modelling, and simulation can provide quality control solutions [45]. AI-enabled automation must also be bolstered with efficient quality control programs, consisting of many critical components to match the performance of quality control systems. Progress in AI is capable of enhancing several elements of digital diagnostics [46]. AI-based STCEQ (Sistema Tutorial Inteligente para Controle Estatístico da Qualidade) is a Smart Tutoring System for Statistical Quality Control (SQC) that may give a suitable atmosphere for upskilling in Quality Control [47]. According to a study, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) could be used for quality control of Esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) [48]. It is well acknowledged that Quality Management is unachievable when developing and producing complex systems without utilization of a system approach and automation of all tasks including data gathering. So, for creating quality management system application of AI should be expanded [49]. Information processing and various literature sourcing techniques in the Total Quality Management expert system could be utilized in critical decisions and the emergence of novel technologies for the smart quality control system [1]. Fuzzy logic, ML, Big data analysis, Game theory and multi-agent systems, Simulation (Digital modelling), Evolutionary/bionic algorithms, Expert systems, and DSS (decision-support systems) tools can be applied to develop quality management in each step like Design and development, Verification and validation and management process, etc. CALS-technologies link directly to Quality System development (continuous information support for the supply and life cycle of products) [49]. The FDA also updated the Current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP) with incorporating a quality by design method intend to product quality [1].

1.1.8 Epidemic outbreak

Since covid-19 is created a crucial situation, AI may be used around the world for treatment, diagnosis, and prediction of an epidemic outbreak [50]. For public health management, a replacement to the epidemiological models of Covid-19 spread in China, AI-inspired techniques are proposed for real-time forecasting the outbreak [51]. The hybrid ANN with updated algorithms improve data transformation methods combines forecast models and enhances the knowledge and generalization of ANN in the outbreak prediction [52]. For infection forecasting, Illustrious models like text analysis and machine learning are employed to assist physicians and also to prevent infection spread worldwide in one region [53]. According to an investigation, ML models like MLP (Multilayer perceptron) and ANFIS (adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system) reported a high generalization ability for long-term prediction in determining covid-19 outbreak [54]. AI provides fresh optimism that dangers of infectious diseases can be prevented and managed successfully, also that health-seeking behaviours and public emotional feelings will be understood via epidemics. Also, it is successfully implemented in outbreaks such as Chikungunya, Ebola, and Dengue [55]. Tableau is a visualization tool that could be connected to any database and visualization to estimate the worldwide breakthrough spread. TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) and Naïve Bayes is an excellent way to forecast epidemic problems [56].

1.1.9 Product management

Product lifecycle management (PLM) covers the complete life cycle of a product through many types of technical, operations, and management activities from the beginning of an imaginary conception to the reprocessing of a final product [57]. AI may be adapted in the management of pharmaceuticals such as in marketing strategy, assessment of the business, and estimating product cost [1]. Novel products and commercial designs including leapfrogging, pyramid-free solutions, access to credit, and automation of fundamental business operations help in cost reduction can be quite possible by AI [58]. In market research, this can collect the data, analyse the market and consumer insight. At the stage of the marketing strategy, ML may be used for the segmentation (recognition and recommendation). At the promotion stage, ML may be used for standardization, personalization, and AI for rationalization at the marketing activity [59]. With the advent of the computer and the digitization of data, new approaches to the inventory management have become apparent that the use of the computer's intelligence.
Together with this, the smart technology can provide an effective combination, stock control and management, which is highly effective in the prevention of mismanagement [60]. For many years, the world has been moving towards digitization, and industry 4.0 is considered to be a forward-looking basis. AI is one of the most important techniques that helps in solving problem and directs new marketing strategy [1]. Kanban system within a multi-echelon pharmaceutical supply chain (MEPSC) could be implemented to enhance visibility and inventory control in the supply chain [61]. Wise Athens, Navetti Price Point, which allows the user to set the product prices, provided the pharmaceutical companies to assist in the product price calculation [1]. Visualization model can be incorporated to PLM process for better results in management [62]. The swarm particles enhancement together with ANN offers a better understanding of the market and help to decide product advertising according to consumer expectation. Eularis' E-VAI is a dynamic and observational AI model that gives plans and methodologies dependent on rivals, provides insights to acquire market benefits and also helps to wipe out lacked performance [1].

1.1.10 Advance application in artificial intelligence

3D printing (3DP) has paved the way for the production of fully customizable medicines. The use of AI integrated into the 3DP frame eliminates the need for human practices and is giving a step towards achieving streamline and automation [63]. The 4D printing technology that has been developed recently could be used in surgery, treatment, and rehabilitation [64]. Advanced recycling programmable computer or robot with integrated AI could be used for accurate detection of the waste components in the field of waste management and assist with an effective strategy for the constantly growing waste in the matrix [65]. Nanorobots, future advances in targeted drug delivery systems might be developed by integrating AI [1]. AI in the Malignant Research development is beneficial to detect and classify cancer, and the molecular characteristics of the tumour, and its microenvironment, to identify and control the drugs to predict the treatment [66]. Optimization technique by AI could be used in development of combination drug formulations. The use of AI is on the rise for nanotechnology research for nanomaterial quantification, Nano system design, and stimulation and nano-computing [67].

1.2 Regulation in United States

In 2016, a series of workshops and a subcommittee was initiated at the White House under the Obama administration on AI/ML. The US AI policy was initiated at the White House under the Obama administration on AI/ML. The US AI policy was generously bloomed. Those endeavours brought about three papers being issued: “The National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan”; “Artificial Intelligence, Automation, and the Economy”; and “Preparing for the Future of AI”. The “AI, Automation and the Economy” study was published in order to provide an overview of AI's impact on US economy and labour force [4]. Those studies showed a path for the National AI Research and Development Strategic Plan. Then US government took steps forward in promotion of AI Research and Development. It highlighted the federal government's responsibility in promoting research, development, and teaching programs through coordination and collaboration amongst stakeholders [68]. A White House Executive Board Team of the President, including staff of the Council of Economic Advisors, the National Economic Policy Council, the Management and Budget Bureau, and the Office of Science and Technology Policies, published the report entitled “Artificial intelligence, automation and economics” in December 2016 [69].

In May 2018, the Trump Administration hosted the Artificial Intelligence Summit for American Industry and issued a complementary report which enlightened the assistance of Federation to public sector for AI technology development [68]. In July 2018, the President’s Executive Office pronounced that US leadership in AI is an important budget goal for 2020 for the administration of Research and Development [70]. In August 2018 the Congress established an independent bipartisan Committee of the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence (NSCAI) to “review tools and materials to advances AI/ML and related technologies [68]. US President Donald Trump signed a Management Order in February 2019 to establish the US AI Initiative, which intends to deal with the improvement of AI in the USA [71].

In January 2020 USA released Draft provisions for the regulatory oversight of AI. Government comprises of concepts to be followed by organizations as public trust in AI, public participation, scientific integrity, and quality information, risk assessment and management.
benefits and costs, flexibility, fairness and non-discrimination, disclosure and transparency, safety and security, and interagency coordination. A yearly report on the American AI Initiative was also issued by the White House in February 2020 summarizing the progression achieved such an underline the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) policies. The White House has also introduced a new website ("AI.gov") focusing on AI that providing a forum for the public to study AI and its prospects. In the USA, AIs are already in clinical usage mostly in diagnostic and imaging fields. A total of 40 AI-based medical devices have previously been approved by the FDA [70]. To discuss emerging AI application in radiologic imaging, including AI/ML devices for automatic diagnostic FDA facilitated workshop on the Evolving Role of AI in Radiologic Imaging in February 2020. The first cardiovascular ultrasonography device to exhort users using AI was announced on 7 February 2020 by the FDA which is endorsed by the De Novo route [72].

AI/ML program of the FDA CDRH conducts regulatory research, ensuring patients access to safe, efficient medical equipment through AI/ML collaboration with the Office of Science and Engineering Laboratories of CDRH [73].

The International Medical Device Regulators Forum has characterized AI-based innovation comprise the concept "software as a medical device" (SaMD), and the FDA has placed a healthcare digital transformation strategy by consolidating AI innovation which format the idea to SaMD [74]. In Jan 2021 FDA has issued the first Medical Device Action Plan for AI/ML from the agency with addition to previously published "Proposed Regulatory Framework for Modifications to AI/ML-Based Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) - Discussion Paper and Request for Feedback" where Good Machine Learning Practices was the main focus for implementation [72]. The FDA announces the software precertification pilot program as a self-administrative approach that consolidates a legal framework ideally equipped for the evaluation of software innovations [75].

The first FDA-approved autonomous AI system was IDx-DR, and has implemented for diabetes monitoring in patients. Arteries is the first DL-based clinical platform authorized by the FDA [74]. To identify and emphasize type of fracture, FDA-approved OsteoDetect employs ML approaches to analyse two-dimensional X-ray pictures [70,74]. The GI Genius device, a first AI/ML technology used medical device in the colon to help physicians in real-time in colonoscopy, has already approved by FDA [76].

2. CONCLUSION

AI has been adopted mostly in pharmaceuticals from regulatory decision making to research, marketing, patient care, production and many more. ML, NLP, DL, ANN are vastly used technique in pharmaceutical and healthcare sectors. In drug discovery to drug development and each phase of clinical trial AI may lead to a proficient tool for completing task and solving problem in an efficient manner. In clinical management these tools are expanding its application expectedly. For affirming of product quality to evaluating patient safety these tools are working enormously. In pandemic it is being used as a forecasting tool. AI is being used in advancing the pharma sector like in field of nano research, waste management and etc. It is expected to be a market player in near future. Still there are some challenges that barriers to AI implementation [1]. This should be well structured in the wider pharma sector. So, The USA is coming forward in a direction for a better regulatory framework and strategies for AI development. Artificial Intelligence is expanding significantly in FDA planning and implementation. At the same time FDA is considering safety and efficacy by regulatory oversight and prequalification program. So, The U.S. Government has begun to draught rules for the use of AI in grounds of safety efficiency, liability, data protection, and security. They enlighten the better approach towards innovation. Still regulation need to be improved in a better compliance to government and public which could elevate AI to a best segment in this digital world.
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